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Abstract
Background

The pork tapeworm (Taenia solium) is a serious public health problem in rural low-resource areas of Latin
America, Africa, and Asia, where the associated conditions of nuerocysticercosis (NCC) and porcine
cysticercosis cause substantial health and economic harms. An accurate and validated transmission
model for T. solium would serve as an important new tool for control and elimination, as it would allow
for comparison of available intervention strategies, and prioritization of the most effective strategies for
control and elimination efforts.

Methods

We developed a spatially-explicit agent-based model (ABM) for T. solium (“CystiAgent”) that differs from
prior T. solium models by including a spatial framework and behavioral parameters such as pig roaming,
open human defecation, and human travel. In this article, we introduce the structure and function of the
model, describe the data sources used to parameterize the model, and apply sensitivity analyses (Latin
hypercube sampling–partial rank correlation coe�cient (LHS-PRCC)) to evaluate model parameters.

Results

LHS-PRCC analysis of CystiAgent found that the parameters with the greatest impact on model
uncertainty were the roaming range of pigs, the infectious duration of human taeniasis, use of latrines,
and the set of “tuning” parameters de�ning the probabilities of infection in humans and pigs given
exposure to T. solium.

Conclusions

CystiAgent is a novel ABM that has the ability to model spatial and behavioral features of T. solium
transmission not available in other models. There is a small set of impactful model parameters that
contribute uncertainty to the model and may impact the accuracy of model projections. Field and
laboratory studies to better understand these key components of transmission may help reduce
uncertainty, while current applications of CystiAgent may consider calibration of these parameters to
improve model performance. These results will ultimately allow for improved interpretation of model
validation results, and usage of the model to compare available control and elimination strategies for T.
solium.

Background
The pork tapeworm, Taenia solium, remains a major public health concern in poor rural areas of the
world. In endemic regions, up to one third of seizure disorders are attributed to neurocysticercosis (NCC),
a severe neurological infection caused by the parasite [1,2], and lost income from infected pork lead to
�nancial losses for pig farmers [3]. Humans acquire the adult-stage intestinal tapeworm (human
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taeniasis) by consuming raw or undercooked pork that is infected with intermediate-stage larval cysts,
while pigs acquire this cyst infection (porcine cysticercosis) through contact with eggs present in the
feces of infected humans. NCC is a larval infection of the central nervous system that occurs in humans
when the eggs are ingested through fecal-oral contact.

Control and elimination of T. solium transmission in endemic areas is now known to be achievable [4,5]
through strategic application of available drugs to treat human taeniasis [6,7] and porcine cysticercosis
[8], and a vaccine to prevent infection in pigs [5,9]. Despite these effective tools, there remains limited
evidence on which to base decisions about which interventions or strategic combinations of interventions
are most likely to be successful in different endemic regions. Prospective trials that compare available
strategies have made important contributions [4], but have been too costly to execute on the scale needed
for policy decisions. The World Health Organization (WHO) recently called upon the use of transmission
modeling to help address this evidence gap. In 2012, WHO called for T. solium models to be deployed to
identify a set of validated strategies that could be implemented in several countries by 2020 [12], and
recently, the 2030 goals reinforced modeling as a priority for T. solium control and elimination [13].

In response to these calls, a variety of T. solium models have been developed in recent years [14–18].
While each of these attempts have moved the T. solium modeling agenda forward, limitations in structure
and data quality [19] have prevented these models from providing the detailed insights needed to inform
future control strategies. These existing models, like many traditional infectious disease models, rely on
assumptions of spatial homogeneity, closed-populations, and parameter values that are averaged across
large populations. Transmission of T. solium, however, is uniquely di�cult to model under traditional
assumptions due to the complex social, biological, and environmental factors that perpetuate
transmission in endemic areas. Local variations in pig-raising practices, sanitation, diet, and migration all
interact to create locally speci�c transmission patterns that differ from one endemic village to the next
[20]. Even within villages, spatial heterogeneities caused by pig-roaming patterns and open defecation
cause clustering that is important for a model to capture [21–23]. Importantly, incorporating underlying
spatial and biological processes of T. solium transmission was highlighted in a recent report on the WHO
2030 goals [13], and there is evidence that models that fail to account for these heterogeneities are
susceptible to overestimating the effect of control interventions [24] and yielding unrealistic predictions
for achieving control and elimination targets [25].

To avoid the pitfalls described above, complex ecological systems like T. solium transmission are well-
suited for agent-based modeling (ABM). ABMs are increasingly used for modeling complex systems
because they have the �exibility to simulate dynamic non-linear processes and can be applied in a
spatially explicit environment [26,27]. In ABMs, the simulated population is made up of individuals
(“agents”) that each have a unique set of characteristics and behave according to the rules de�ned in the
model’s structure. This “bottom-up” structure allows for the modeler to easily manipulate the behaviors or
the modeled environment and observe the emergent patterns that are produced by such manipulations. In
the context of T. solium transmission, this structure facilitates application of the model to a variety of
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transmissions settings, and allows for testing a wide range of available control strategies, including
spatially targeted strategies (e.g., “Ring Strategy” [28]), and other behavioral and structural interventions.

Our objectives in the analysis were to develop an ABM for T. solium transmission that included key
spatial and behavioral features of T. solium transmission, and to subject the model to rigorous sensitivity
analysis in order to identify sources of uncertainty in the model. In this article, we present the newly
available model, called CystiAgent, with a detailed description of its structure and data sources, and
results from rigorous sensitivity analysis applied to the model. The sensitivity analysis was conducted
with two major objectives in mind: 1) to evaluate the function of the model (i.e., is the model operating
without error as it was designed?); and 2) to investigate which parameters contribute most prominently to
disease transmission, and consequently, have a high impact on uncertainty in the model outcomes. The
�rst objective will provide quality assurance that the model is performing as expected, and the second
objective will serve to prioritize a set of high-impact parameters for additional �eld studies to reduce
uncertainty and account for variations between endemic regions.

Methods
Model description

Model overview

CystiAgent is a spatially explicit ABM that is able to simulate endemic transmission of T. solium and test
a variety of population-level interventions designed to control or eliminate T. solium. CystiAgent was
developed in NetLogo 6.0.4 (Northwestern University, Evanston, IL), an open-access ABM software that
was chosen for its ability to represent spatial data and display simulations through a graphical interface.

In CystiAgent, there are two agent classes – humans and pigs – that represent the primary and
intermediate hosts of T. solium, respectively. All humans and pigs are assigned to discrete household
units that are distributed across the simulation village, and whose locations are given by set of input
coordinates that can represent real or �ctitious villages. Currently, CystiAgent is designed to simulate
transmission in one village at a time (pop. up to ~2,000), and can be applied to any population with
corresponding input coordinates. Each time-step of the model represents one week of cumulative
activities and exposures.

Model outcomes

Human and pig agents are randomly assigned an infection state at baseline. Susceptible humans (S)
may be infected (I) with the adult-stage intestinal tapeworm (i.e., T. solium taeniasis), and susceptible
pigs (S) may be infected with larval-stage metacestodes (i.e., porcine cysticercosis) (Fig 1). Pig infection
is categorized as heavy (≥ 100 cysts) (IH) or light (< 100 cysts) (IL) cyst burden, while pig exposure (E)
includes the possibility of serological response to allow comparison with serological assays used in �eld
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studies. Human cysticercosis, including NCC or NCC-related seizure disorders, is not included in this
model as it does not contribute to transmission.

Model �ow

Model processes can be loosely categorized into seven steps that loop continuously in order to simulate
natural endemic transmission (see Fig 1):

(1) Pig trade. Infected pigs that are due for slaughter may be butchered at home, sold within the
village, or exported. Potentially infected pigs from external villages may also be imported into the
village.

(2) Pork consumption. Infected pigs are slaughtered by their owners and the resulting pork meat is
either consumed at home or sold to other households, where it may cause human tapeworm
infection.

(3) Human infection. When consumed pork is infected with T. solium cysts, all members of the
consuming households are exposed to potential tapeworm infection. If humans acquire a tapeworm
infection, the intestinal tapeworm reaches maturity after 8 weeks [31,32], and begins expelling
infectious eggs at that time. Tapeworm infections naturally clear after pre-determined infectious
durations [31,32].

(4) Travel. Humans that are designated as travelers leave the community at regular intervals, may
contract tapeworm infections while traveling in other endemic areas, and return to the village after
travel. Upon return, infected travelers resume contamination of their environment if applicable.

(5) Open defecation. Human tapeworm carriers that do not own or use a latrine release T. solium
eggs and proglottid segments into the environment surrounding their household location. When
tapeworm infections clear, humans stop releasing proglottid segments, but contamination of the
environment with eggs persists until the eggs naturally degrade [33]. 

 (6) Foraging. Pigs that are designated as free-roaming (i.e., not contained in corrals) are exposed to
T. solium proglottids and eggs that are present in their home-range areas.

(7) Pig infection. Pigs that are exposed to proglottid segments may develop heavy cyst infection,
while pigs exposed to eggs in the environment may develop light cyst infection. Either may result in
seropositivity. Free-roaming pigs are exposed to an additional risk of infection or seropositivity that is
proportional to the number of tapeworm carriers in the village and naïve to the pig’s location. This
represents exposure to pigs that results from roaming and consumption of human feces from open
defecation that occur outside of the home area. 

Parameters
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Each model process above is de�ned mathematically by a corresponding parameter(s) that were derived
from data collected in Peru or other literature sources (Table 1). Depending on the model activity they
represent, most parameters correspond to the central value (e.g., mean) and spread (e.g., variance) of a
chosen probability distribution. During setup and running of the model, continuous features are assigned
to participants based on random number generation from the designated probability distribution, while
categorical features and randomly assigned from a binomial distribution. A variety of sources, including
primary data, literature review, and expert opinion, were utilized to determine the values and distributions
for model parameters. For the majority of parameters, we used data collected in the Piura region of
northern Peru. A full description of the methods and data sources used to estimate each parameter value
can be found in Additional �le 1. For the purposes of sensitivity analyses, we designated a “plausible
range” of values for each parameter in addition to its estimated central value. This is a range of values
across which the model was evaluated to determine the impact of each parameter on model outputs. In
some cases, the plausible range was determined by adopting the range of mean values observed across
a group of endemic villages, and in other cases we manually widened the range to account for additional
uncertainty and variability in the parameter.

Tuning parameters

In addition to the above suite of biological, behavioral, and environmental parameters, CystiAgent utilizes
a set of tuning parameters to adjust the model to different local conditions and endemic prevalence
levels. When the model is applied to speci�c observed prevalence levels for validation, this set of tuning
parameters must be calibrated independently for each unique village using an approximated Bayesian
computation (ABC) algorithm [34]. For the purposes of this sensitivity analysis, we intentionally set wide
plausible ranges for tuning parameters in order to represent a broad range of possible transmission levels
and measure their impact on the model.

There are six tuning parameters that represent different probabilities of exposure or infection in the
model. Two tuning parameters de�ne the probabilities of tapeworm infection after slaughter of heavily
(“ph2h”) and lightly (“pl2h”) infected pigs; two other tuning parameters de�ne the probability of heavy and
light pig infection after exposure to proglottid segments (“heavy-inf”), and eggs (“light-inf”) present in the
environment; and the remaining two parameters determine the probability of exposure to proglottid
segments (“heavy-all”) or eggs (“light-all”) during pig-roaming outside of a pig’s home-range area.

Interventions

CystiAgent has the ability to simulate a variety of population-level interventions designed to control or
eliminate T. solium transmission. A generic function is available to administer anti-helminthic treatment
for human taeniasis, either presumptively or after stool screening. Other functions include the treatment
of pigs to cure cystic larval infection, or vaccination to prevent infection. For each intervention type, user-
controlled options allow for speci�cation of participation levels, the sensitivity of screening tests, and the
e�cacy of drugs and vaccines used. These interventions can then be implemented through mass or
targeted approaches, while varying the duration and frequency of intervention applications. Unique to this
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spatial model is the ability to simulate spatially targeted interventions. “Ring strategy” [28] can be applied
by targeting treatment resources to households residing within a given distance of heavily infected pigs.
Finally, behavioral and structural interventions such as improved access to corrals and latrines are
available as stand-alone interventions or in combination with other approaches. While available in the
model, interventions were not applied or evaluated in the current analysis.

Sensitivity analysis of CystiAgent

We performed all sensitivity analyses in R version 3.5.1, using the “RNetLogo” package [35] to execute
model simulations in NetLogo from R. Sensitivity analyses included the Latin hypercube sampling partial
rank correlation coe�cients (LHS-PRCC) and Sobol’ variance decomposition. Only the results of the LHS-
PRCC will be presented here, however, as results were similar between the two methods. A description of
the Sobol’ method and results are available in Additional �le 2. Each of these methods was applied in
three unique villages with different population sizes and housing densities. Household coordinates for
the three test villages were based on real endemic villages in northern Peru that recently participated in a
large prospective trial (“Ring Strategy Trial”, in peer review) [36]. For evaluation of the CystiAgent model,
sensitivity analyses were applied to two model versions: the full model that contained all model
parameters (k = 33 parameters), and a reduced model for which village input characteristics and tuning
parameters were �xed (k = 22 parameters), allowing for a more in-depth evaluation of key biological and
behavioral parameters. For the reduced model, �xed values for village input characteristics (i.e., humans
and pigs per household, pig ownership, corral and latrine access) were based on data from the census
applied in each village, while tuning parameters were estimated using an ABC algorithm [34] to �t the
model to observed levels of transmission in each village (i.e., baseline prevalences of human taeniasis
and porcine cysticercosis in the parent study). Each run of the model in sensitivity analyses consisted of
1000 weeks of stable endemic transmission with no interventions applied. The summary statistics
collected at the end of each run were de�ned as the incidence-density of human taeniasis (number of
new infections / 100 person-years), and the lifetime cumulative incidence of porcine cysticercosis
(cumulative number of infected pigs / cumulative pig population).

In order to achieve the computational resources needed to run the model through many thousands of
simulations for each of these analyses, we executed all model simulations on the Amazon Web Service
EC2 cloud computing platform. Model simulations were distributed across a 72-core parallel processor
using the “parallel” R-package [37] and executed on the EC2 cloud using the R-Studio Shiny server [38]. 

Latin hypercube sampling-partial rank correlation coe�cient (LHS-PRCC)

A detailed description of LHS-PRCC method can be found elsewhere [39]. Brie�y, LHS-PRCC provides a
non-parametric measure of the strength of monotonic association between each parameter and each
outcome of the model (human taeniasis and porcine cysticercosis incidence). For application of LHS-
PRCC, we �rst determined the plausible ranges for each model parameter as describe above, and
sampled values from each parameter distribution using a Latin hypercube sample. This procedure
involves dividing each parameter range into n equal segments, and selecting a random value from each
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segment, as described [40]. For LHS-PRCC analyses on both the full (k = 33 parameters) and reduced (k =
22 parameters) models, we chose equivalent sample sizes (n) of 175,000, 50,000, and 50,000 for low,
medium, and high-density villages, respectively. We then ran the model through all parameter
permutations and analyzed the results to determine partial-rank correlation coe�cients for each
parameter using the “sensitivity” and “ppcor” R packages. For this, the PRCC formula calculates the linear
correlation, ρ, between the residuals of the rank-transformed parameter input and rank-transformed
model output, while accounting for correlations with all other parameter inputs [39]. Importantly, the �nal
PRCC estimates provide measures of the strength, direction, and statistical signi�cance of the
association between parameter inputs and model outputs. P-values were obtained with a Student’s t
distribution and were evaluated with a Bonferroni adjustment for 33 multiple comparisons (p < 0.0015 for
statistical signi�cance).

Results
Full model

Sensitivity analysis of the full CystiAgent model with LHS-PRCC identi�ed a similar set of highly
in�uential parameters across all three villages tested (low, medium, and high density). Of the 33
parameters included, those with the greatest impact on porcine cysticercosis as a model outcome were
the parameters de�ning the use of corrals to contain pigs, and pig-related tuning parameters. Most
prominently, this included the proportion of pig-owners that own a corral (“prop-corrals”), “always” corral
their pigs (“corral-always”), or sometimes corral their pigs (“corral-sometimes” and “prop-corral-
sometimes”), which were all highly protective for pigs across all three villages tested. Pig-related tuning
parameters were also highly impactful on pig infection in the full model. These included the probability of
light cyst infection after exposure to environmental egg contamination (“light-inf”) and the probability of
exposure to environmental egg contamination outside of home-range (“light-all”). Figure 2 shows LHS-
PRCC coe�cients from the full model analysis on the medium-density village, while the results from all
three village are presented in Additional �le 3.

For human taeniasis as the model outcome, the four parameters most strongly correlated with increased
incidence were the two human-related tuning parameters (“pl2h” and “ph2h”), the proportion of
households that raise pigs (“prop-pig-owners”), and the mean number of pigs per household (“pigs-per-
hh”). Parameters that were strongly associated with a decreased incidence of taeniasis in all three
villages included the export of pigs out of the village (“pigs-exported”), the sale of pigs prior to slaughter
(“pigs-sold”), and an increased duration of tapeworm infection (“tn-lifespan”). In addition to these strong
correlations, the rate of pig import (“pig-import-rate”) and the prevalence of cyst infection among
imported pigs (“import-prev” ) were consistently correlated with small increases in taeniasis incidence,
while parameters that promoted consumption of pork at home (“hh-only-pork”, ”shared-pork-hh”) were
associated with small decreases in taeniasis incidence.

Reduced model
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When tuning parameters and village characteristics were �xed for the reduced model analysis, the set of
parameters that impacted transmission changed considerably (Fig 3). Of the 22 parameters included in
the reduced model analysis, the most consistently impactful parameter for both porcine cysticercosis and
human taeniasis was the average duration of taeniasis (“tn-lifespan”), which had measured correlation
coe�cients of ρ = 0.63, 0.79, and 0.71 for porcine cysticercosis and ρ = 0.49, 0.59, and 0.57 for human
taeniasis in the low, medium, and high-density villages, respectively. In addition to tapeworm lifespan, the
size of pig home-ranges (“home-range”), the rate of pig import (“pig-import-rate”) and the prevalence of
cyst infection among imported pigs (“import-prev”) were all signi�cantly correlated with increased
incidences of porcine cysticercosis and human taeniasis in all three villages; while the use of latrines
(“latrine-use”), proportion of pigs exported (“pigs-exported”), proportion of pigs sold (“pigs-sold”), and use
of corrals to contain pigs (“corral-always”) were all signi�cantly correlated with reduced rates of both
porcine cysticercosis and human taeniasis in all three villages.

Discussion
The primary objective of this research was to develop a functional ABM capable of simulating the
complex behavioral, biological, and environmental factors that contribute to T. solium transmission in
endemic areas. Our sensitivity analyses demonstrated that the CystiAgent model effectively replicated
key aspects of the T. solium life-cycle, including structural and behavioral features of transmission that
are not available in other existing transmission models. Features such as access to corrals and latrines,
sale and export of pork, and roaming patterns of pigs were identi�ed as highly impactful on transmission
in the �nal calibrated model, and incorporating these features is a unique advantage of our spatial ABM. 

Our long-term goal is to provide a validated T. solium model that can be used to evaluate and prioritize
control and elimination strategies. The current analysis allowed us to move closer to this goal by both
demonstrating the ability of the CystiAgent model to represent the complex dynamics of T. solium
transmission, and identifying key model parameters that must be investigated in order to apply the model
to speci�c endemic settings in the future.

In our full model analysis, we found that the parameters that had the strongest impact on model
variability were the “tuning” parameters that de�ned probabilities of infection in the model. For porcine
cysticercosis, these included the probabilities of heavy or light infection upon contact with T. solium eggs
or proglottids in the environment, and for humans, these included the probabilities of tapeworm infection
upon consumption of heavily or lightly infected pork. Due to their considerable impact on transmission in
the model, and the wide range of values they can assume, statistical calibration of the values of these
parameters is highly recommended for application of the model to any speci�c transmission setting.
Approximated Bayesian computation [34], which was the method we chose to employ, or other available
parameter estimation methods [41], can be used for this purpose. At a minimum, this process would
require knowledge of the prevalence of human taeniasis and porcine cysticercosis in the targeted
population, but could be improved if additional local population characteristics and behavioral
parameters were known for the target population.
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Apart from these tuning parameters, many of the highly impactful parameters identi�ed in our full model
analysis fell into the category of village characteristics. These were parameters that de�ned the number
of households raising pigs, the number of pigs per household, and access to corrals to contain pigs. The
impact of these parameters on transmission levels demonstrates the importance of local variation in
population structure and pig-raising practices on T. solium transmission dynamics. In light their impact,
determining local values for these village characteristics should be a priority when applying the model to
speci�c endemic settings. Steps such as population census or consultation with local leaders to acquire
information about the size and characteristics of the pig and human populations would allow for reduced
uncertainty and improved model accuracy.

We conducted our reduced model analysis in order to see beyond the tuning parameters and village
characteristics that were driving uncertainty in our �rst set of analyses (i.e., full model analyses). This
reduced analysis allowed us to assess the impacts of a smaller set of biological and behavioral
parameters in the context of transmission levels that were tuned to more realistic levels. In this reduced
analysis, the average duration of tapeworm infections (“tn-lifespan”) emerged as the most signi�cant
source of uncertainty in all villages and analyses. The size of pig home ranges (“home-range”), the
proportion of households that regularly use latrines (“latrine-use”), and the sale (“pigs-sold”) and export
(“pigs-exported”) of pigs were also consistently identi�ed as impactful in this reduced model analysis.

The impacts attributed to parameters in this reduced model analysis re�ect both the strength of the
relationship they have with model outputs, and the amount of uncertainty de�ned in the parameter values
themselves (i.e., the width of the de�ned “plausible range”), which exerts considerable leverage on a
parameter’s measured impact. Each of the key parameters identi�ed above were varied across wide
ranges due to our uncertainty in the true value of the parameter (e.g., mean tapeworm lifespan ranged
from 6 months to 2 years, the percent pigs exported ranged from 34% to 100%, etc.; see Table 1).

For biological parameters like tapeworm lifespan, this high degree of uncertainty is due to limited
knowledge from experimental studies [31,42], and data is unlikely to improve due to ethical constraints on
experimental tapeworm infection. For other parameters, wide uncertainty ranges are due to the variability
that exists between endemic villages and regions. Each of these factors depends on cultural, behavioral,
and economic practices that are context-speci�c. For example, estimates for the home ranges of free-
roaming pigs were based on a GPS study recently completed in three villages of northern Peru [43], but
even within this restricted locale, variations in topography, landscape, and pig management led to
substantial differences between villages. Similar between-village variations were seen in the sale and
export of pigs, which served as a primary economic activity in some rural villages evaluated, and a rare
source of emergency income in others. Finally, the prevalence and use of latrines varied considerably
between villages depending on whether state-sponsored latrine construction had been implemented in the
village. Taken together, these local variations are important to take into account when applying the model
to speci�c endemic settings. As with key village characteristics outlined above, investigation of these
local behavioral features through surveys or expert consultation prior to application of the model would
reduce parameter uncertainty and likely improve validity of the model for that setting.
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The parameters identi�ed as impactful in our sensitivity analyses are generally consistent with the only
other published sensitivity analysis for a T. solium transmission model [16]. The EPICYST model is a
deterministic mathematical model that includes human cysticercosis as a primary model outcome and
was parameterized based on data from T. solium transmission in a sub-Saharan Africa. Consistent with
our �ndings, an LHS-PRCC analysis of EPICYST revealed the most in�uential parameters to be
“transmission coe�cients” that de�ne the rates of infection upon exposure, the expected duration of
tapeworm infections, and the rate of pork consumption among humans. Since EPICYST is a population-
level model and does not include individual behaviors or a spatial framework, it was not able to provide a
comparison to other important features of our model such as pig corralling, pig roaming, and latrine use.

There are a few important strengths and limitations of our approach to highlight. First, we chose to
design CystiAgent within the framework of an ABM, which allowed us to account for the complex spatial
and behavioral heterogeneities that affect T. solium transmission in endemic areas. Despite this strength,
CystiAgent only begins to account for the complex heterogeneities that likely occur in real-world systems.
Age-related differences in pig roaming patterns [23], seasonal and climate-related variations in
transmission [44], acquired immunity and resistance among pigs [45], vector-borne transmission of T.
solium eggs to pigs [46,47], and black-market distribution of infected pork [48] are only a few of the many
additional factors that may impact transmission patterns and are not explicitly de�ned in CystiAgent.
Additional data from experimental or �eld studies and will be needed in order to incorporate these
features into future versions of the model and evaluate their impact on transmission.

Second, the parameter inputs used in CystiAgent were primarily sourced from a single region of northern
Peru through extensive work conducted in the region over the past decade. The depth of data available in
this region is a strength of our approach and made it possible to construct this detailed ABM.
Nonetheless, parameter values that are accurate for this region of Peru may be vastly different from
corresponding settings in other endemic regions. Therefore, as described above, application of the model
to new regions would require some degree of input data for key parameters and local calibration of
tuning parameters. That said, the results of our sensitivity analyses showed that model outputs are
robust to variations in all but most sensitive parameters.

Finally, an important strength of our sensitivity analyses was our use of two complementary methods
(Sobol’ and LHS-PRCC) and our application of the methods on three villages of differing population sizes
and densities. The consistency of our results between methods and villages provides con�dence that the
key features of the model are robust to variation in population structure and methodology. Despite these
promising �ndings, the model could be tested in additional endemic settings to provide further insight
into parameter relationships. Perhaps most importantly, sensitivity analyses should be conducted in the
context of control interventions, as key parameters that affect transmission at endemic equilibrium (e.g.,
human travel and migration, tuning parameters that approximate probabilities of infection given
exposure) may be different when control pressure is applied.

Conclusion
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In this research, we developed a functional ABM that is able to represent the core features T. solium
transmission observed in endemic settings. Our sensitivity analyses demonstrated that the CystiAgent
model functioned as expected, with key biological, behavioral, and environmental parameters interacting
to uniquely impact patterns of T. solium transmission. Despite signi�cant uncertainty in some key model
parameters, the robustness of our model to variations in all but the most sensitive parameters suggests
that the model is likely to be transportable to other endemic settings outside of Peru, given local
speci�cation of these key parameters and calibration of tuning parameters to local levels of
transmission. While the generalizability of the model to other populations outside of Peru will remain
unknown until it is tested in these settings, we have conducted validation of CystiAgent model against
data from prospective trials conducted in Peru, and will present the results of this validation in a future
publication. Ultimately, our goal is to provide this validated model as a tool for researchers and policy-
makers seeking to compare available control strategies for T. solium and prioritize promising strategies
for evaluation in prospective trials.
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Table 1. CystiAgent model parameters and plausible ranges used in sensitivity analyses
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Parameter Code Distribution Value Plausible
range

Source

Lower Upper
Village setup            

Humans per household humans-per-
hh

Poisson 3.89 3.32 4.94 RST

Proportion of households raising pigs prop-pig-
owners

Binomial 0.49 0.25 0.75

Pigs per pig-raising household pigs-per-hh Exponential 2.44 1.74 4.21
Corral prevalence among pig-owner households prop-corrals Binomial 0.5 0.23 0.92
Latrine prevalence prop-

latrines
Binomial 0.64 0.19 0.97

Pig trade            
Pig slaughter age (median) slaughter-

age
Log-normal 9.8

months
9.5 10.0 RST

Proportion of pigs sold prior to slaughter pigs-sold Binomial 0.51 0.33 0.75 HH
Proportion of sold pigs exported pigs-

exported
Binomial 0.73 0.34 1 HH

Rate of pigs imported from endemic areas
(imports / pig / week)

pig-import-
rate

Uniform 0.00105 0 0.00384 HH

Prevalence of cyst infection among imports import-prev Binomial 0.134 0 0.3 [21]
Proportion of infected imported pigs with light
cyst burden

light-to-
heavy

Binomial 0.76 0.5 1 [21]

Pork consumption            
Proportion of pork consumed by owner hh-only-pork Binomial 0.40 0.22 0.71 HH
Proportion of pork sold after slaughter sold-pork Binomial 0.12 0 0.5 HH
Proportion of shared pork eaten by owner shared-pork-

hh
Binomial 0.8 0 0.84 HH

Human infection            
Incubation time to reach tapeworm maturity tn-

incubation
Fixed 8

weeks
- - [31,32]

Tapeworm lifespan (mean, sd = 1 year) tn-lifespan Normal 2 years 0.5 4
Travel            

Proportion of households with a frequent traveler traveler-
prop

Binomial 0.42 0.24 0.65 HH

Frequency of travel to other endemic areas (every
X weeks)

travel-freq Uniform 8
weeks

5 16 HH

Duration of travel travel-
duration

Exponential 1.75
weeks

0.84 3.36 HH

Incidence of T. solium taeniasis during travel
(risk / person / week)

travel-
incidence

Uniform 0.00023 0.00004 0.002 [21]

Open defecation            
Latrine-use (prop. of households that “always”
use latrine)

latrine-use Binomial 0.25 0 0.86 GPS

Radius of environmental contamination (median,
meters from home)

cont-radius Log-normal 26
meters

23 30 GPS

Rate of egg decay in environment (mean survival
duration)

decay-mean Exponential 8
weeks

1 26 [33]

Foraging            
Proportion of pig households with corrals that
“always” corral pigs

corral-
always

Binomial 0.05 0 0.39 GPS

Proportion of pig households with corrals that
“sometimes” corral pigs

corral-
sometimes

Binomial 0.57 0.25 0.61
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Proportion of pigs in “sometimes”-corral-
households that are corraled

prop-corral-
some

Binomial 0.32 0.15 0.44

Radius of pig roaming “home-range” (median) home-range Log-normal 44
meters

30 96

Tuning parameters            
Probability of human taeniasis upon slaughter of
lightly infected pig

pl2h Binomial NA 0.03 0.4 NA

Probability of human taeniasis upon slaughter of
heavily infected pig

ph2h Binomial NA 0.003 0.04

Probability of light cyst infection upon contact
with T. solium eggs

light-inf Binomial NA 0.003 0.02

Probability of heavy cyst infection upon contact
with T. solium proglottids

heavy-inf Binomial NA 0.003 0.02

Probability of exposure to T. solium eggs per
human with taeniasis†

light-all Binomial NA 0 0.05

Probability of exposure to T. solium proglottids
per human with taeniasis†

heavy-all Binomial NA 0 0.05

†Exposure probabilities (“light-all” and “heavy-all”, x) scaled to the current number of tapeworm carriers (HT)
according to 1 – (1-x)HT

HH=Household survey; GPS=GPS pig tracking study, RST=Ring Strategy
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Figure 1

Transmission of Taenia solium in CystiAgent. 1) Pig trade: infected pigs are sold to other households
inside and outside the village; 2) pork consumption: infected pork meat is consumed by humans; 3)
human infection: susceptible humans (S) may be infected (I) with the adult-stage intestinal tapeworm
through consuming heavily or lightly infected pork; 4) travel: humans travel to other endemic villages
where they may acquire tapeworm infections; 5) open defecation: humans may practice open outdoor
defecation; 6) foraging: free-roaming pigs consume potentially infectious eggs present in the
environment; 7) pig infection: susceptible pigs (S) are exposed (E) to eggs or proglottids segments, and
may become infected with heavy (IH) or light (IL) cyst infection.
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Figure 2

Partial rank correlation coe�cients for porcine cysticercosis (left) and human taeniasis (right) in the full
model, medium-density village. Bar colors represent the primary impact of each parameter (blue = human
taeniasis, pink = porcine cysticercosis). Parameters in grey (six tuning parameters and �ve village setup
characteristics) were excluded from the reduced model analysis. Only parameters with p-values < 0.0015
are shown. See Table 1 for a description of parameter names and functions.

Figure 3

Partial rank correlation coe�cients for porcine cysticercosis (left) and human taeniasis (right) in the
reduced model, medium-density village. Bar colors represent the primary impact of each parameter (blue
= human taeniasis, pink = porcine cysticercosis). Parameters in bold (“tn-lifespan”, “home-range”, “pigs-
sold”, “pigs-exported”, and “latrine-use” represent the �ve most impactful parameters for both outcomes).
Only parameters with p-values < 0.0015 are shown. See Table 1 for a description of parameter names and
functions.
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